




































DOMESTOS AMBIENT IDEAS/VIRAL SCRIPTS 
 
1  buskers 
 
Utilise key metro stations/high footfall traffic zones as a show area, 
recreate a typical ‘busking zone’ where our bacteria (costumed 
dancers) will be vocally and visually choreographing moves to iconic 
pop anthems such as: 
 
“FINAL COUNTDOWN” (Europe) 
“LIVE AND LET DIE” (Paul McCartney) 
“WHO WANTS TO LIVE FOREVER” (Queen) 
“ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST” (Queen) 
“WATERLOO” (Abba) 
 
 
people can sign a fake petition to get our group “the undesirables” 
“the doomed” removed from their pitch. 
 
Everything shot on phone camera and transferred /hijacked to other 
mobile phones via Bluetooth 
 
Rig up a fake security camera to record reality of the improvised 
performance to upload onto you-tube/facebook? 
 
 
 
2 hide n seek 
 
imagine a visual feast of hair raising proportions, think ‘the ring’ 
meets ‘poltergeist’  
 
a small 6 year old girl/boy stood in the corner of a bathroom, facing 
the wall with their hands covering the eyes. 
Soft numerical delivery of counting procedes…ooooooooooone – two 
– threeeee- and so on, and so on. Counting softens to fade 
 
Cut back, the breathing becomes heavier, the counting faster – one 
million seven hundred and fifty – four million ninety six 
hundred…the breathing and palpitations in voice become broken,  
 
she turns around and screams an earth shatteringly high pitched 
scream 
Total blackout onscreen 
V/O in menacing tone- “everyone (everything) has an expiry date” 
 
“DOOMSDAY- the clocks still counting” 



3 space invaders 
 
our lovable disgustingly dirty germs/bacteria/microbes (actors 
dressed in costume suits) are set loose in the metropolis (lets say 
dubai ;-) 
 
their job is to ‘blag’ their way past the security of every iconic 
building dubai has to offer – their object is to reach the public 
toilets.  
Our characters, Legs crossed (sorry, tentacles) hopping from leg to 
leg, we film the candid set-ups for broadcast on a dedicated pirate 
TV station. 
 
Scene setting possibilities include: 
 
1  asking security guards/public if they can take them/direct/show 
them where the toilet is 
 
2  Pushing an overloaded shopping trolley around large well known 
supermarkets loaded up with toilet tissue (so much so that they 
cannot steer it properly to the till) 
..unloading unmentionable amounts of toilet/bathroom cleaners 
onto the checkout till and walking off after gesturing ‘they have no 
money’ 
 
3  positioning themselves behind tourists whilst they’re having their 
pictures taken 
 
4  banging on closed cubicle doors in wash rooms at malls 
screaming to ‘let them come in’  
 
5  hanging around in 5 star hotels wash rooms giving out towels 
after using the facilities 
 
6 queueing up outside waterparks as a family unit armed with arm 
bands, goggles, flippers, etc trying to get inside… 
or alternatively create a photo opportunity where you can pick up 
your ‘kodak moments’ sharing with the germs (changing rooms?) 
 
7 our characters asking (politely/impolitely) if they can they use the 
toilet cubicle before other people queueing (great in heavy footfall 
mall toilets) 
 
8  our germs handing handing out 'missing people/family leaflets’ 
(post launch) 
 
 



 
 
 
 
4 we get around/party animals 
 
for 2 weeks pre-launch, we can invade the sightseeing excursions  
(Dubai big bus company) and place our characters on every bus  
(downstairs? dark and smelly) alternatively we invade all RTA public 
buses 
 
you will be able to follow the germs adventures/trips on their 
facebook page through pictures taken, all their new images 
uploaded daily 
 
with their ‘1billion’ friends, you can’t see (microbe pun intended) on 
their doomsday date their ‘amount of friends number’ decreases 
daily at an alarming rate as if a’ ‘domestos virus’ has taken hold 
in theory we have ‘flushed away all contacts so within 24 hours our 
germs facepage is no more 
 
here we create for the first time in history somebody having the 
reverse affect on facebook 
 
(there is a web page dedicated to who has the most friends 
facebook.com/apps/application.php?id=159172866119) 
 
 
 
 



DOMESTOS AMBIENT nursery rhyme book 
 
Create a housewife based animatic (deccopage style layering-old 
victorian puppet card theatre style) or a pop-up nursery rhyme 
book- our tone of voice can change in the delivery of our re-
mastered lyrics 
 
1  (TO THE TUNE OF THREE BLIND MICE) 
 
Three bad germs, three sad germs, 
See where they hide, see how they died. 
They all made home in the toilet bowl, 
Getting fatter to multiply was their goal. 
It’s time to flush them down the hole, 
Those three bad germs 
 
 
2 (TO THE TUNE OF THE OLD WOMAN WHO LIVED IN A SHOE) 
 
There was a young housewife who moved her new home. 
She had problems with germs, in the toilet they’d roam. 
Flushing fortunes on remedies, she’s chosen instead 
To use a thicker bleach to kill them all dead. 
 
 
3 (TO THE TUNE OF LITTLE MISS MUFFET) 
 
Little Miss Spoil-it 
Sat on her toilet, 
 
Contemplating her cleaning day; 
With no germs left to fight, 
 
Her bathroom’s future so bright, 
She’s frightened them all away. 
 
 
4 (TO THE TUNE OF 1,2,3,4,5) – this can be the internal battle-cry 
 
One, two, three, four, five. 
Counting germs no longer alive, 
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten,  
Cleans and kills again and again. 
Why does it last so long? 
Because our ingredients are so strong. 
Which product is the boss? 
The new, thicker bleach called DOMES-TOS! 


